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The Cleoratra II Short End
The baby of the brigade

The Cleoratra II 
Beautiful and energy efficient

The Cleoratra III
Our longest swimspa

The Cleoratra V
Sleek and contemporary

The Cleoratra VI
An ideal swimming pool alternative

Why choose us?
Relaxing, Invigorating & Revolutionary

Piazza
A spa with a difference

Coliseum
A classic turbo spa

Octavia
Intriguging geometric design

Caesar
Forget about time and your stress

Emperor
An ideal spa with plenty of space

Forum
Save space without cutting corners

Plunge Pool
Take the plunge

Swim Spas

Introduction

Domestic Spas
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Commercial Deck Level Piazza
An ideal way to spend your leisure time

Commercial Deck Level Coliseum
The ultimate spa for hotels

Commercial Deck Level Caesar
Relax in invigorating surrpoundings

Commercial Deck Level Octavia
Recommended choice for leisure clubs

Commercial Spas

“The Swimspa range by Spa De La Mare is an all year round swimming 
machine and hydrotherapy massage spa in one, for indoor or outdoor.”

www.spadelamare.com 3

Dean Gallienne
Managing Director



Relaxing
You want to enjoy the health benefits of a swimming 
pool. But you can’t really justify the time and trouble that 
maintaining a full size pool demands.  

The Swimspa range by Spa De La Mare is an all year  
round swimming machine and hydrotherapy massage  
spa in one, for indoor or outdoor use. While the Turbo Spa 
range offers state of the art hydrotherapy spas, adaptable  
for any location.
 
Spas that will invigorate your life, for a lifetime.

Invigorating
For relaxation, massage and total well-being, the effects  
of bubbling water are incomparable for maintaining shape, 

promoting blood circulation and re-oxygenating skin cells, 
relieving tension, fatigue, rheumatism and arthritis. You can 
enjoy the benefits every day with a Spa De La Mare Turbo 
spa or Swimspa.

Enjoy an invigorating swim at one end and a relaxing 
massage at the other in our exclusive Swimspa range 
and the Turbo Spa is unrivalled in providing head to toe 
hydrotherapy massage.

Work the body and relax the soul.
 
Revolutionary
Created using the same concept as our Turbo Spa pools, our 
Swimspa range offers an unmatched quality with a finish of 
Briare porcelain which gives them a unique character. They 
offer the maximum of comfort in the minimum of space. 
With reduced water volume, the swimming pool spa has a 
capacity for use greater than a traditional swimming pool, 
whilst also being more user-friendly. 

The Swimspa comes complete with swim jets, equipped with 
a supercharger and air blower, a patented compressed air 
massaging system, as well as the famous Venturi Massager.

Equipped with an exclusive design of swimming against a 
current, our swimming spas are provided with 3 swim jets, 
augmented by 3 high-powered, automatic pumps which can 
be adapted to the needs of the swimmer (25 to 90 cubic 
metres per hour). Easy to maintain, they are equipped with a 
very efficient insulation system.

Maximum comfort.
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Hydrotherapy
The use of water for therapy has been carried out for 
hundreds of years and now forms a large part in medical 
practice to benefit our health and wellbeing.

Multi-jets and hydrotherapy jets are incorporated to 
massage the body which stimulates the lymphatic system 
and flushing toxins; reduces muscle fatigue and pain; 
rehabilitates injured muscles; boosts the immune system; 
encourages detoxification; relieves stress. 

Hydrotherapy is used to treat many illnesses 
and conditions including:
•  Acne

•  Arthritis

•  Colds

•  Depression

•  Headaches

•  Stomach problems

•  Joint, muscle, and nerve problems

•  Sleep disorders

•  Stress

The benefits of hydrotherapy include:
•  Dramatically increasing the elimination of waste,  
    thus assisting detoxification 

•  Loosening tense, tight muscles and encouraging relaxation 

•  Increasing the metabolic rate and digestion activity 

•  Hydrating the cells, improving skin and muscle tone 

•  Boosting the immune system, allowing it to  
    function more efficiently 

•  Improving the function of the internal organs by  
    stimulating their blood supply

Creativity 
& Innovation
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Refreshingly cutting edge
The manufacturing and installation process is in the 
capable hands of our skilled and experienced craftsmen. 
Depending on the chosen model, the shell is fabricated from 
a resin selected to give the most ergonomic design. Once 
this is set hard a mosaic is created with Emaux de Briare 
Harmonies porcelain 25mm x 25mm tiles to the design 
and colour scheme you choose, accentuating the flowing 
contours of the pool. 

Once the pool is completed, it is tested and then set into a
polyurethane foam to create the best and most efficient
thermal insulation. This process, unique throughout the
world, stiffens the structure, renders it portable, and
provides protection for the associated pipe-work. It also
provides a density of insulation and a protection for the
pool which are unmatched in the market-place, and
guarantee long life and extremely low running costs.
All pools can be directly set into the earth or above ground.
Designed and built to exacting standards, our hydrotherapy 
pools are the finest of their type available today. We export 
and install our handcrafted pools worldwide and take great 
pride in providing a personal and professional service to 
every customer. 

Designed specifically for the European climate, these spas 
are very energy efficient both in power output and heat 
retention. The mosaic tiled finish is standard and clients 
have a choice of 36 tile colours and endless designs to 
create a unique finish to their pools.

Leading the world in spa manufacture 
Because the Swimspa product is tailored to suit your needs, 
it can be anything you want it to be.
 
A statement in style and opulence, built to last a lifetime, a 
social hangout, or an invigorating workout. 

Whatever the reason, the Swimspa range can be enjoyed for 
a lifetime whatever time of day,whatever the season, either 
indoor or outdoor. 

For your life, for a lifetime.
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Swim Spas
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The Cleoratra II Short End
The baby of the brigade

The Cleoratra II 
Beautiful and energy efficient

The Cleoratra III
Our longest swimspa

The Cleoratra V
Sleek and contemporary

The Cleoratra VI
An ideal swimming pool alternative
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The baby of the brigade, the Cleopatra II SE is a 
cosy little number but enjoys the same opulence 
as its big sisters. 
Perfect for smaller gardens or conservatories. The Cleopatra II SE is the most 
affordable, usable and efficient swimming machine around. Whatever time of 
year, enjoy the benefits of a unique hydrotherapy massager at one end of the 
pool with an invigorating set of controllable swimming jets at the other.

Size range : 4-8 metres long, 2.5 metres wide, 1.45 metres deep.  
Speckled area indicates polyurethane lining.

Cleopatra II

Features

Fully tiled in Emaux de Briare 
porcelain tiles 

3 x 180gpm swim jets with air 
and water flow control 

2 x 30gpm front access  
skimmers 

16 x 12 gpm hydrotherapy jet 
with air and water control spa 
end (water control valve fitted) 
 
18 x 15 gpm hydrotherapy jet 
with air and water control spa 
end (water control valve fitted) 
 
8 x Air induced massage jets 

1 x multi-coloured or white 
underwater light 

Stainless steel Swim jet rail 

All fittings finished in stain-
less steel 

Water tested 

Floating thermal heat reten-
tion cover 

All return and suction flow 
rates are designed to meet all 
safety requirements

Short End
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im
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Slightly longer, with Cleopatra II the beauty of a 
Swimspa really begins to take shape.  
Just as energy efficient as the smaller Swimspa and benefiting from  
incredible heat retention, which means these Swimspas won’t put a drain  
on your consumption. This means you can use the pool instantly, at a  
temperature to suit, whenever you want.

Size range: 6-8.5 metres long, 2.5 metres wide, 1.45 metres  deep speckled area  
indicates polyurethane lining

Cleopatra IISw
im

Sp
as

Features

Fully tiled in Emaux de Briare 
porcelain tiles 

3 x 180 gpm variable swim jets 
with air and water flow control

2 x 30 gpm front access 
skimmers

16 x 12 gpm hydrotherapy jets 
with air and water flow control

16 x 15 gpm multi 
hydrotherapy jets with air and 
water flow control

8 x multi hole air induced 
massage jets

4 x 200 gpm suctions

2 x multicolour underwater 
lights

All fittings finished in stainless 
steel

Water tested

Floating thermal heat retention 
cover

All return and suction flow 
rates are designed to meet all 
safety requirements
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Air induced massage jets

2 x multicolour underwater 
lights

All fittings finished in stainless 
steel

Water tested

Floating thermal heat retention 
cover

All return and suction flow 
rates are designed to meet all 
safety requirements

The longest of our Swimspa range and a great place 
to unwind after a busy day or for friends and family 
to all enjoy in comfort.
This swimspa really is the ideal swimming pool alternative - the room to 
move combined with the health benefits of the swimming jets and the 
hydrotherapy benefits of the multi-spa jets, all beautifully hand tiled in a 
mosaic finish of your choice.

Size range : 7-9 metres long, 3 metres wide, 1.45 metres deep speckled area  
indicates polyurethane lining.

Cleopatra III Sw
im

Sp
as

Features

Fully tiled in Emaux de Briare 
porcelain tiles

3 x 180gpm swim jets with air 
and water flow control

2 x 30gpm front access 
skimmers

16 x 12 gpm hydrotherapy jet 
with air and water control spa 
end (water control valve fitted)

18 x 15 gpm hydrotherapy jet 
with air and water control spa 
end (water control valve fitted)

www.spadelamare.com 13



The longest of our Swimspa range and a great 
place to unwind after a busy day or for friends 
and family to all enjoy in comfort.
This swimspa really is the ideal swimming pool alternative - the room to 
move combined with the health benefits of the swimming jets and the 
hydrotherapy benefits of the multi-spa jets, all beautifully hand tiled in a 
mosaic finish of your choice. 

Size Range: 7-9 metres long, 3 metres wide, 1.45 metres deep speckled area 
indicates polyurethane lining.

Cleopatra VSw
im

Sp
as

Features

Fully tiled in Emaux de Briare 
porcelain tiles

3 x 180 gpm swim jets with air 
control / swim end (optional)

16 x 12 gpm hydrotherapy jets 
with air and water control spa 
end (water control valve fitted)

18 x 15 gpm hydrotherapy jets 
with air and water control spa 
end (water control valve fitted)

2 x 30 gpm front access 
skimmers

Multi hydrotherapy jets with  
air and water flow control

Air induced massage jets

2 x underwater lights

All fittings finished in stainless 
steel

Water tested

Floating thermal heat  
retention cover

All return and suction flow  
rates are designed to meet all 
safety requirements

14 www.spadelamare.com
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Cleopatra VI

Another of our longer swim spas incorporates 
a square design offering more space and a slick  
contemporary appeal.
This swimspa really is the ideal swimming pool alternative - the room to 
move combined with the health benefits of the swimming jets and the 
hydrotherapy benefits of the multi-spa jets, all beautifully hand tiled in a 
mosaic finish of your choice.

Size Range: 5-10 metres long, 3 metres wide, 1.45 metres 
deep speckled area indicates polyurethane lining.

Sw
im

Sp
as

Features

Fully tiled in Emaux de Briare 
porcelain tiles

3 x 180 gpm swim jets with air 
control / swim end (optional)

2 x 30 gpm front access 
skimmers

4 x 200 gpm suctions

2 x multicolour underwater 
lights

Stainless steel Swimjet Rail
All fittings finished in 
stainless steel

Water and pressure tested

Floating thermal heat 
retention cover

All return and suction flow 
rates are designed to meet all 
safety requirements

Step Swimmer

www.spadelamare.com 17
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Cleopatra VI

This swimspa really is the ideal swimming pool alternative - the room 
to move combined with the health benefits of the swimming jets and 
the hydrotherapy benefits of the multi-spa jets, all beautifully hand 
tiled in a mosaic finish of your choice.

Size Range: 5-10 metres long, 3 metres wide, 1.45 metres deep

Enjoy the benefit of our Step Swimmer but 
why not incorporate a spa? Another great 
offering giving you the best of both concepts!

Features

Fully tiled in Emaux de Briare 
porcelain tiles

3 x 180 gpm oval swim jets 
with air control / swim end 
(optional)

16 x 12 gpm hydrotherapy jet 
with air and water control spa 
end (water control valve fitted)

8 x 15 gpm hydrotherapy jet 
with air and water control spa 
end (water control valve fitted)

2 x 30 gpm front access  
skimmers

8 x Air induced massage jets

4 x 200 gpm suctions

2 x multicolour underwater 
lights

Stainless steel Swimjet Rail

All fittings finished in stain-
less steel

Water and pressure tested

Floating thermal heat  
retention cover

All return and suction flow 
rates are designed to meet all 
safety requirements

Swimspa
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This swimspa really is the ideal swimming pool alternative - the room 
to move combined with the health benefits of the swimming jets and 
the hydrotherapy benefits of the multi-spa jets, all beautifully hand 
tiled in a mosaic finish of your choice.

Size Range: 5-10 metres long, 3 metres wide, 1.45 metres deep

The Open Swimmer offers more space with 
neat step kit, best for people who what to 
swim. Again incorporating a square design.

Cleopatra VI

Features

Fully tiled in Emaux de Briare 
porcelain tiles

3 x 180 gpm oval swim jets 
with air control / swim end 
(optional)

2 x 30 gpm front access 
skimmers

4 x 200 gpm suctions

2 x multicolour underwater 
lights

Stainless steel ladder

All fittings finished in 
stainless steel

Water and pressure tested

Floating thermal heat 
retention cover

All return and suction flow 
rates are designed to meet all 
safety requirements

Open Swimmer
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ARIA - Relaxation in Style
Named a Consumers Digest Best Buy, the powerful Aria features advanced technology 

like the Moto-Massage®  DX jets, an insulating hinge seal and Tri-X® filters with a 
comfortable lounge seat for relaxing hydromassage. The contemporary cabinet profile 

and shell colors make it a gorgeous addition to any yard.

Available from Spa De La Mare.  
Tel: +44 (0) 1481 701333   Email. dean@spadelamare.com

Domestic Spas
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Piazza
A spa with a difference

Coliseum
A classic turbo spa

Octavia
Intriguging geometric design

Caesar
Forget about time and your stress

Emperor
An ideal spa with plenty of space

Forum
Save space without cutting corners

Plunge Pool
Take the plunge
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Piazza
The Piazza can offer up to 8 adults all the benefits 
of its therapeutic waters and will butt up to a wall, 
or can take centre stage in the middle of a room or 
garden for dramatic effect.
Unique in design, the Piazza is perfect for those of you wanting  
a spa that is a little bit different.

Speckled area indicates polyurethane lining.

Features

Fully tiled in Emaux de Briare 
porcelain tiles of your choice

19 x 15 gpm hydrotherapy jets 
with air control

8 x air induced massage jets

4 x 20 gpm suctions

1 underwater light

All fittings finished in stainless 
steel

Water tested

Floating thermal heat retention 
cover

All return and suction flow 
rates are designed to meet all 
safety requirements
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Speckled area indicates polyurethane lining.
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Piazza II
The Piazza II can offer up to 6 adults all the  
benefits of its therapeutic waters and will butt 
up to a wall, or can take centre stage in the  
middle of a room or garden for dramatic effect.
Unique in design, the Piazza is perfect for those of you wanting a spa that 
is a little bit different.

Features

Fully tiled in Emaux de Briare 
porcelain tiles of your choice

19 x 15 gpm hydrotherapy jets 
with air control

8 x air induced massage jets

4 x 200 gpm suctions

1 underwater light

All fittings finished in stainless 
steel

Water tested

Floating thermal heat retention 
cover

All return and suction flow 
rates are designed to meet all 
safety requirements Speckled area indicates polyurethane lining.
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Piazza
This Piazza includes a stylish lounger for maximum 
comfort, offering up to 6 adults, all the benefits of its 
therapeutic waters and will butt up to a wall, or can take 
centre stage in the middle of a room for dramatic effect. 
Unique in design, the Piazza Lounger is perfect for those of you wanting a spa  
with a bit more class.

 

Features

Fully tiled.

Multi-hydrotherapy jets.

High density full foam block  
construction giving maximum 
heat retention and support.

Thick heat retention floating 
cover.

Underwater light.

Filtration - Filter Pump, 3 
swimjet pumps, air blower, 
electric heater or heat 
exchanger (exchanges heat 
from other heat source i.e. gas/
oil boiler), cartridge filter or 
sand filter.

Hager weatherproof control 
panel with time clock and  
poolside controls.

Lounger

Speckled area indicates polyurethane lining.

www.spadelamare.com 25
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Coliseum II
Spa De La Mare provide an enduring range of 
turbo spas for your enjoyment. A permanent 
fixture in households, leisure clubs and hotels.
We have even fitted turbo spa’s in private yachts, 2 Cunard ships and 7 of 
our pools have been installed on the Queen Elizabeth 2. The tiled finish can 
be tailored to suit, is resistant to to the elements and retains the original 
finish permanently, whatever the environment. 

A classic Turbo spa, with a design that pays tribute to the great traditions of 
Roman architecture. Available in multi-jet format, offering up to 8 adults all 
the benefits of its therapeutic waters.
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Features
Fully tiled in Emaux de Briare 
porcelain tiles of your choice

16 x 15 gpm hydrotherapy jets 
with air control

8 x air induced massage jets

4 x 20 gpm suctions

1 underwater light

All fittings finished in 
stainless steel

Water tested

Floating thermal heat 
retention cover

All return and suction flow 
rates are designed to meet all 
safety requirements

Speckled area indicates polyurethane lining.

www.spadelamare.com 27
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Coliseum
Spa De La Mare provide an enduring range of 
turbo spas for your enjoyment. A permanent 
fixture in households, leisure clubs and hotels.
We have even fitted turbo spa’s in private yachts, 2 Cunard ships and 7 of 
our pools have been installed on the Queen Elizabeth 2. The tiled finish 
can be tailored to suit, is resistant to to the elements and retains the 
original finish permanently, whatever the environment. 

A classic Turbo spa, with a design that pays tribute to the great traditions 
of Roman architecture. Available in multi-jet format, offering up to 8 
adults all the benefits of its therapeutic waters.

Features
Fully tiled in Emaux de Briare 
porcelain tiles of your choice

18  x 15 gpm hydrotherapy  
jets with air control

8 x air induced massage jets

4 x 200 gpm suctions 

1 underwater light

All fittings finished in 
stainless steel

Water tested

Floating thermal heat 
retention cover

All return and suction flow 
rates are designed to meet all 
safety requirements

Speckled area indicates polyurethane lining.

www.spadelamare.com 29
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Octavia
The Octavia Turbo spa, available in multi-jet 
format. Its intriguing geometric design makes it 
just as pleasing to the eye as it is to the body.
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Features

Fully tiled in Emaux de Briare 
porcelain tiles of your choice

19 x 15 gpm hydrotherapy jets 
with air control

8 x air induced massage jets

4 x 200 gpm suctions

1 underwater light

All fittings finished in 
stainless steel

Water tested

Floating thermal heat 
retention cover

All return and suction flow 
rates are designed to meet all 
safety requirements

Speckled area indicates polyurethane lining.

www.spadelamare.com 31
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Caesar
Available in multi-jet format and with space for 
up to 5 adults, the Caeser will make you forget 
about time as the stresses and strains of your 
day melt away in its soothing waters.

Features

Fully tiled in Emaux de Briare 
porcelain tiles of your choice

16  x 15 gpm hydrotherapy  
jets with air control

8 x air induced massage jets

4 x 95 gpm suctions

1 underwater light

All fittings finished in  
stainless steel

Water tested

Floating thermal heat  
retention cover

All return and suction flow 
rates are designed to meet  
all safety requirements
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Speckled area indicates polyurethane lining.
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Emperor
When space is plentiful, or to make the most 
of a curved wall space, the Emperor Turbo is 
an ideal solution. 
 
Available in multi-jet format. Up to 6 adults can relax and enjoy the majesty 
of this luxurious spa that exudes its noble heritage.

Features

Fully tiled.

Multi-hydrotherapy jets.

High density full foam block  
construction giving maximum 
heat retention and support.

Thick heat retention floating 
cover.

Underwater light.

Filtration - Filter Pump, 3 
swimjet pumps, air blower, 
electric heater or heat 
exchanger (exchanges heat 
from other heat source i.e. 
gas/oil boiler), cartridge filter 
or sand filter.

Hager weatherproof control 
panel with time clock and 
poolside controls.
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Speckled area indicates polyurethane lining.
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Forum
If you’re looking for space saving without 
cutting the corners in terms of unadulterated 
luxury, the Forum Turbo spa fits the bill. 
With multi-jet format, up to 3-4 adults can be 
efficiently accommodated.
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Features

Fully tiled.

Multi-hydrotherapy jets.

High density full foam block  
construction giving maximum 
heat retention and support.

Thick heat retention floating 
cover.

Underwater light.

Filtration - Filter Pump, 3 swim-
jet pumps, air blower, electric 
heater or heat exchanger 
(exchanges heat from other 
heat source i.e. gas/oil boiler), 
cartridge filter or sand filter.

Hager weatherproof control 
panel with time clock and 
poolside controls.

Speckled area indicates polyurethane lining.
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Plunge Pool
The Plunge Pool is a cold water pool that is 
designed to create the ultimate recovery and 
revitalisation when used in conjunction with hot 
spas, saunas and steam rooms.

The cold Plunge Pool helps control joint inflammation and enhance  
muscle recovery.

Features

Mosaic tiled finish in  
Emaux de Briare.

High density full foam block 
construction.

Underwater light.

Easy Installation.

Energy Efficient
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Speckled area indicates polyurethane lining.
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Commercial SpasGRANDEE - Comfort for Everyone
The expansive Grandee hot tub comfortably seats a party of seven, with room for 
everyone to enjoy state-of-the-art jets, a two-speed jet pump, and two seats with 

patented Moto-Massage DX jets. It also features advanced innovations like an 
insulating hinge seal, 100% no-bypass filtration for cleaner water and the soothing 

BellaFontana® fountain feature.

Available from Spa De La Mare.  
Tel: +44  (0)1481 701333   Email. sales@spadelamare.com



Commercial Spas
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Commercial Deck Level Piazza
An ideal way to spend your leisure time

Commercial Deck Level Coliseum
The ultimate spa for hotels

Commercial Deck Level Caesar
Relax in invigorating surroundings

Commercial Deck Level Octavia
Recommended choice for leisure clubs
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The ultimate choice for a hotel complex or leisure suite.

Piazza
Commercial Deck Level

The Commercial Deck Level Piazza can offer up to 8 adults 
all the benefits of its therapeutic waters and will butt up 
to a wall, or can take centre stage in the middle of a room 
for dramatic effect. Unique in design, the Piazza is perfect 
for those of you wanting a spa that is a little bit different.
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Features

Fully tiled or Rim tiled acrylic.

Multi-hydrotherapy jets.

High density full foam block  
construction giving maximum 
heat retention and support.

Thick heat retention floating 
cover.

Overflow weir with grill in  
durable plastic finish.

Balance tank.

Underwater light.

Filtration - Filter Pump, 3 
swimjet pumps, air blower, 
electric heater or heat 
exchanger (exchanges heat 
from other heat source i.e. 
gas/oil boiler), cartridge filter 
or sand filter.

Speckled area indicates polyurethane lining
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The ultimate choice for a hotel complex or leisure suite.

Coliseum
The Commercial Deck Level Coliseum available 
in both mosaic tiled finishes in multi-hydrotherapy 
jet format, offering up to 8 adults the ideal way 
to spend their leisure time relaxing in invigorating 
surroundings.

Features

Fully tiled or Rim tiled acrylic.

Multi-hydrotherapy jets.

High density full foam block  
construction giving maximum 
heat retention and support.

Thick heat retention floating 
cover.

Overflow weir with grill in  
durable plastic finish.

Balance tank.

Underwater light.

Filtration - Filter Pump, 3 
swimjet pumps, air blower, 
electric heater or heat ex-
changer (exchanges heat 
from other heat source i.e. 
gas/oil boiler), cartridge filter 
or sand filter.

Speckled area indicates polyurethane lining

Commercial Deck Level
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The recommended choice for hotels and leisure clubs.

The Commercial Deck Level Caesar available in a 
mosaic tiled finish in multi-hydrotherapy jet format, 
offering up to 5 adults the ideal way to spend their 
leisure time relaxing in invigorating surroundings.

Caesar

Speckled area indicates polyurethane lining

Features

Fully tiled or Rim tiled acrylic.

Multi-hydrotherapy jets.

High density full foam block  
construction giving maximum 
heat retention and support.

Thick heat retention floating 
cover.

Overflow weir with grill in  
durable plastic finish.

Balance tank.

Underwater light.

Filtration - Filter Pump, 3 
swimjet pumps, air blower, 
electric heater or heat ex-
changer (exchanges heat 
from other heat source i.e. 
gas/oil boiler), cartridge filter 
or sand filter.

Commercial Deck Level
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The recommended choice for hotels and leisure clubs.

The Commercial Deck Level Octavia available in both mosaic 
tiled, or rim tiled acrylic finishes in multihydrotherapy jet 
format, offering up to 7 adults the ideal way to spend their 
leisure time relaxing in invigorating surroundings. 

Octavia

Features

Fully tiled in Emaux de Briare 
porcelain tiles of your choice

13 x 15 gpm booster hydro-
therapy jets with air control

5 x 20 gpm filter hydrotherapy 
jets with air control

8 x air induced massage jets – 
1 hp air blower required

2 x 200 gpm booster suctions

2 x 200 gpm filter suctions 

2 x 75mm weir balance tank 
returns

1 underwater light

All fittings finished in stain-
less steel

Plastic white weir grill

Water tested

Floating thermal heat reten-
tion cover

All return and suction flow 
rates are designed to meet all 
safety requirements

Speckled area indicates polyurethane lining
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 High Profile Installations
Spa De La Mare Spas and Swimspas can meet the highest criteria with  
product and design. Because our range is individually manufactured the  
Swimspa and Turbo Spa range can be adapted to suitthe clients vision,  
commercially or privately.
 
All Spa De La Mare Spas and Swimspas can be supplied with a “Water Fall Rim”. This allows swimming pool water  
to circulate through the spa giving constant water changes. Ideal in a Hotel or Leisure Club situation.
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Our History

Spa De La Mare was founded in 1981 by David De La 
Mare. A true visionary, he revolutionised the way spas were 
manufactured, taking energy efficiency to a new level by 
combing improved power output with more effective heat 
retention. The addition of quality tiled mosaic finishes added 
a visual excellence to match this technological advance. 

David has passed on the realisation of his vision to the 
current owners; Dean Gallienne, Mike Fossey and Steve 
Maynard. Together they have continued in his spirit of 
innovation and created a range of spas and swimspas of 
unsurpassed quality.

Spa De La Mare can now confidently claim to be the world’s 
leading manufacturers of fully tiled spa and swimspa, 
which are now distributed around the world as far afield as 
Sweden, Norway and Kenya. Mike, Dean and Steve have 
developed exacting standards for their product based on 

a combined 60 years of experience. Their success in the 
pursuit of excellence has resulted in the company winning 
7 consecutive S.P.A.T.A awards for Best Spa Company, 
providing independent confirmation of the highest standards 
of quality and service that they offer.

When it comes to installing your spa or swimspa, our  
team of dedicated technicians see all projects through 
from start finish. They have worked with everyone from 
A-list celebrities and royalty to the man in the street - clients 
that have in common an appreciation of the value and 
sheer quality of the Spa De La Mare range of products. 
Whether inside or outdoors our technicians work closely 
with our clients to create a solution to fit with the ambiance 
of the surrounding environment, whether contemporary 
or traditional. Whatever you decide, you can relax in the 
knowledge that safety is a paramount concern in every case.

Spa De La Mare

Spa De La Mare 
are proud to have been 
the first company to 
designed and built the 

UK’s first fully tiled spa 
and swim spa.
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 Tile chart
Harmonies 25 x 25 Porcelain Tiles
The Harmonies selection includes an extensive range of shades, which can be used to give a wide variety of coloured 
effects. The motif designs are available to order and your own designs can be created, to give that personal finish to any 
pool.The Harmonies range is supplied on a mesh back to facilitate ease of laying and is fully vitrified and frost proof.

Bahamas

Camelia

Coriandre

Bahia

Campanule

Danube

Buis

Caraibes

Egee

Californie

Cipango

Floride

Camel

Clairiere

Fuschia

Galapagos

Lotus

Pierre

Schiste

Genet

Mouette

Pivoine

Scilly

Gravier

Muguet

Pollen

Tuile

Ivaie

Noisetier

Prunelle

Zinnia

Lavende

Petale

Quetsche

Aster
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These tiles are meant for reference only, and the colours may differ slightly from the actual tile. 
For a more accurate idea, we will be pleased to send samples.

Gradient
(example shown in Muguet & Aster)

Charme
(example shown in Tuile & Genet)

Buile
(example shown in Danube & Fidji)

Cannes
(example shown in Caraibes & Siclly)

Plume
(example shown in Muguet & Aster)

Floreal
(example shown in Muguet, Bahamas & Lavande)

Impromptu
(example shown in Or & Pollen)

Rivera
(example shown in Pivoine & Camelia)

Symbole
(example shown in Danube & Muguet)

Colline
(example shown in Buis & Pollen)

Muses
(example shown in Platine & Marquises)

Mariage
(example shown in Aster & Californie)

Caprice
(example shown in Muguet, Aster & Marquises)

Ephese
(example shown in Quetsche & Zinnia)

Angle Ephese
(example shown in Cipango & Genet)

Acheens
(example shown in Caraibes & Fidji)
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White Anti-Slip

Gunmetal Grey

Mediterranean

Sapphire

Sky Blue Anti-Slip

Mint

Mediterranean Key

Matt White

Ocean

Boltic Blue

Gloss White

Matt Black

Caribbean Key

Sky Blue

Vanilla

Unglazed Black

Caribbean

Gloss Black

Steel Grey

Unglazed White
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Jacaranda LunariaJacinto

Magnolia

Jazmin

Narcisco

Lila

Verbena
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Giava

Foggy Light Mid Blue

Foggy Sapphire

Natura Carpatos

Foggy Light Dark Blue

Oria Mix

White Foggy Aqua

Urumea Mix

Foggy Light Blue

Foggy Deep Blue Urola Mix
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Mont Arrive
St Peter Port
Guernsey CI

GY1 2RA

T +44 (0) 1481 701333
F +44 (0) 1481 701444

E sales@spadelamare.com

www.spadelamare.com


